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A.1. Datasets
In this section, we describe the datasets used in our ex-

periments.

0.1. Classification
• MNIST [4]: MNIST is a handwritten digits dataset,

with 60, 000 samples for training and 10, 000
samples for testing. It can be downloaded at
http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/.

• SVHN [10]: SVHN is a house street num-
bers dataset, and has cropped digits with charac-
ter wise ground-truth in MNIST format. It has
over 600, 000 images and is a much more realis-
tic dataset than MNIST. It can be downloaded at
http://ufldl.stanford.edu/housenumbers/.

• VISDA-17 [8]: VISDA is dataset designed for syn-
thetic to real adaptation. The synthetic images are 2D
renderings of 3D models generated from various an-
gles and lighting conditions. The real images corre-
spond to natural scene objects. It can be downloaded
at http://ai.bu.edu/visda-2017/.

0.2. Segmentation
• GTA5 [9]: GTA5 is a synthetic driving dataset

extracted from the computer game Grand Theft
Auto. It has 25000 high resolution images.
The dataset is available at https://download.visinf.tu-
darmstadt.de/data/from games/.It has 19 classes com-
patible with CityScapes.

• CityScapes [2]: CityScapes is a real driving dataset
collected in Europe. It has 2975 high resolution images
for training, and 500 images for testing. The dataset
is available for download at https://www.cityscapes-
dataset.com/. It has 19 classes.

Table 1: Synthetic to Real Classification on VISDA: Our
source-free method is on par with state-of-the-art methods
that use abundant annotated source data (more than 100k
samples).

Method Source Data B=10% B=20%

Random ✓ 82.1 87.2
UCN [6] ✓ 85.4 90.3
QBC [7] ✓ 84.1 89.6

Cluster [3] ✓ 83.5 89.6
AADA [11] ✓ 84.6 89.7
ADMA [5] ✓ 84.8 90.0
SALAD ✗ 84.8 89.3

0.3. Document Layout Detection
• PubLayNet [13]: PubLayNet is a large-scale medical

documents dataset consisting of images of pages ex-
tracted from scientific medical papers. Medical docu-
ments are written in a two-column format, with uni-
form text, figures and tables. It has 360, 000 im-
ages and 5 classes. The dataset can be downloaded
at https://github.com/ibm-aur-nlp/PubLayNet.

• DSSE [12]: DSSE contains images of pages ex-
tracted from magazines, receipts and posters. DSSE
is a small dataset with just 150 documents, and
has 6 classes, paving way for open-set adapta-
tion from DSSE. The dataset can be downloaded at
http://personal.psu.edu/xuy111/projects/cvpr2017 doc.html.

A.2. Synthetic to Real VISDA17 Classification
We conduct experiments on the popular VISDA17

dataset for synthetic to real adaptation. For effective trans-
fer, and to address uncertainty of the target network while
sampling, we set λG = λE = 1 from the second round of
sampling. VISDA is a huge dataset with a large variety of
samples. Hence, we factor in diversity. The output feature
FT for target samples for clustered using k-means [1]. The
mean distance of each target sample from the previously an-
notated target points gives the diversity score AD. We set
the hyperparameter for diversity score λK = 1 from the
second round of sampling. On budgets of 10%, and 20%



of the total target samples, we achieve accuracies of 84.8%
and 89.3% respectively. Though SALAD does not use any
annotated source data, it achieves accuracies on par with
prior work using abundant annotated source data (more than
100k samples).

A.3. Implementation details
Hyperparameters: The transformation network τ is a
four layer convolutional neural network with kernel size 3,
and dilation and padding set to 1. The weight hyperparam-
eter for LTr is set to 0.1. Our classification models are
trained using 1 GPU with 16GB memory. Our document
layout detection and segmentation models are trained using
8 GPUs with 16 GB memory each. We use the Stochastic
Gradient Descent optimizer for training all our models. All
our codes are written using the PyTorch framework. For
CityScapes, all images are downsampled by a factor of 2
using bilinear downsampling. Ground truth maps are down-
sampled by nearest neighbour downsampling. We retain the
input image size for our classification experiments. For doc-
ument layout detection, we resize the images (and appro-
priately scale the bounding box coordinates) such that the
length of the largest size does not exceed 500. We set num-
ber of iterations iter to be equal to 3 for MNIST, 1000 for
SVHN, 50 for CityScapes.

Codes: In the interest of reproducibility, we release the
codes for GATN, including the code for the transformation
network, the guided attention modules, and their incorpo-
ration within DeepLabv2 for segmentation. We release the
train and eval scripts for segmentation as well. We also pro-
vide the scripts for HAL with the supplementary zip file. We
will make these scripts publicly available upon acceptance
of the paper.

We also provide the links to public repositories that we
used in our experiments for running SALAD experiments.

• Classification

– Backbone network: https://github.com/tim-
learn/SHOT/blob/master/object/network.py
Please follow the procedure in the
deeplab multi.py script in the supplemen-
tary zip file to incorporate GATN within the
classification backbone.

– MNIST and SVHN dat-
aloader: https://github.com/tim-
learn/SHOT/tree/master/digit/data load

– VISDA dataloader:
https://github.com/VisionLearningGroup/taskcv-
2017-public

– Training and eval scripts: Please modify the train
and eval script in the supplementary zip file to
modify code for classification.

• Document Layout Detection

– Backbone network, train and test scripts:
https://github.com/yhenon/pytorch-retinanet

– PubLayNet dataloader:
https://github.com/phamquiluan/PubLayNet/
blob/master/training code/datasets/publaynet.py

– DSSE dataloader: Use the PubLayNet dataloader
to modify.

• Semantic Segmentation

– Backbone network, train and test scripts: Please
check the supplementary zip file.

– GTA5 and CityScapes dataloaders:
https://github.com/wasidennis/
AdaptSegNet/tree/master/dataset
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